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I RENAISSANCE 
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REBIRTH of the WORLD of ART and LETTERS 
The New Life in Art, Literature, and Learning that Came with the Dawn of th~ 

Renaissance after the Long Dark Night of the Middle Ages 

R ENAISSANCE (ren-ii-siins'). The term theology, the name litteree humaniores ("more 
"Renaissance" means literally "re-birth." humane letters ") was given. From this we 

At bottom it was an awakening of the human derive our term " humanists " for such scholars. 
intellect to wider fields of activity, and a re- Classical literature no~ only supplied them with 
covery of the freedom of individual thought and standards of better literary form. It disclosed 
action lost in the Middle Ages. It is applied " a new conception of life ; a conception freer, 
especially to the revival of classical learning and larger, more rational, and more joyous than the 
to the new development of sculpture, painting, medirev~l; one which gave unfettered scope 
andarchitecturewhich began RENAISSANCE METAL WORK to the play of the human 
in Italy about the beginning r _ .. _.,. ....... ~ ..... '!! ... _,.. . . · ... ~j feelings, to the sense of 
of .the 14th century, and 1 ·.: • ·· . · i beauty, and to all the activi-
went on steadily throughout ·_ ~ · ties of the intellect." 
the 14th, 15th, and 16th I··... ·· _ , . To:day Petrarch's friend 
centuries. ·. ·· . ·~·. and fellow towns m an , 

A purified and inVigorated . Giovanni Boccaccio (1313-
knowledge of Greek and , . " 1 75), is chiefly known for his 
Latin, a new literature in ~ · · . witty stories, entitled the 
the languages of the people .. · "Decameron," which won 
of the different countries, the . <· . for him the name of " father 

. . . 

introduction of the compass r :: • of Italian prose " (see Italian 
and of gunpowder, the in- ( Literature). But even more 
vention of printing, the dis- important was his part in 
covery of new lands beyond carrying on the revival of 
the seas, increasing anato- 1 learning. For Boccaccio was 

. mical knowledge, and the the first Italian in seven 
astronomical s tu die s o f .. centuries to learn to read .... - ~. 

Galileo and Copernicus~· were 1. ··: . .: ... ".., ·; ~ ·. . . classical Greek. In addition 
some of the by-products of !· :o· · he wrote many Latin works 
this quickening movement 

1
· ~ . . .. of scholarship, which aided 

of the hl~man spirit. · · · in the search for and iden-
1 . 

Dante (1265 -1321), who t .· tification of the lost writings 
·wrote his soul - stir i in g f ·. of ancient literature. Soon 
"Divine Comedy" in Italian hundreds of eager scholars 
instead of Latin, was " the were engaged in the work 
glimmer of the dawn " of the of spreading abroad the 
Renaissance. " new learning," with all 

Francesco Petrarch (1304- sorts of unsettling results. 
74) may be called its real Princes, churchmen, and 
initiator in the field of litera- nobles in Italy now gave to 
ture and learning. He not literature and art the close 
only wrote many exquisite Bronze vase by the amazing Italian genius, attention which, north of 
sonnets in Italian but he . Benvenuto Cellini, in the . Corsini Gallery, the Alps was bestowed 

' Florence. ' " aroused classical antiquity upon the stables and kennels, 
from its long winter sleep," and gave direction and the place of the knight-errant was taken 
to the talents of a hundred others. Like by the wandering humanist, who sought manu
Dante, he was a citizen of Florence, but scripts as the former had sought adventures. 
both spent most of their lives in enforced or And how much of real romance is packed inte> 
voluntary exile. The "Laura" to whom the history of that quest ! OYer 700 ancient 
Petrarch's son~ets were addressed was a lady Latin writers are known to us by name, but the 
of Avignon,· France, whose memory he faithfully works of less than a fifth of these have survived 
cherished for many years after she was carried even in part. That we have so much is due to 
off by the Black Death in 1348. the tireless efforts of men like Petrarch and 

Origin of the Word "Humanist " Boccaccio ; Niccolo de' Niccoli, the collector 
To the studies of Petrarch and his followers, whose 800 manuscripts formed the nucleus of 

as distinguished from scholastic philosophy and the Florentine library ; Poggio Bracciolini, who 

F o r a n y 3 u b J e c t no t I o u n d in it .s .a I p habet i c a l p I ace .see in I or m a t i o n 
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